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[1] In a hydrodynamic sense, a coral reef is a complex array of obstacles that exerts a net
drag force on water moving over the reef. This drag is typically parameterized in ocean
circulation models using drag coefficients (CD) or roughness length scales (z0); however,
published CD for coral reefs span two orders of magnitude, posing a challenge to predictive
modeling. Here we examine the reasons for the large range in reported CD and assess the
limitations of usingCD and z0 to parameterize drag on reefs. Using a formal framework based
on the 3‐D spatially averaged momentum equations, we show that CD and z0 are functions
of canopy geometry and velocity profile shape. Using an idealized two‐layer model, we
illustrate that CD can vary by more than an order of magnitude for the same geometry and
flow depending on the reference velocity selected and that differences in definition account
for much of the range in reported CD values. Roughness length scales z0 are typically used
in 3‐D circulation models to adjust CD for reference height, but this relies on spatially
averaged near‐bottom velocity profiles being logarithmic. Measurements from a shallow
backreef indicate that z0 determined from fits to point measurements of velocity profiles can
be very different from z0 required to parameterize spatially averaged drag. More
sophisticated parameterizations for drag and shear stresses are required to simulate 3‐D
velocity fields over shallow reefs; in the meantime, we urge caution when using published
CD and z0 values for coral reefs.
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1. Introduction

[2] Corals depend onwater motion for delivery of particles,
nutrients, and dissolved gases; for removal of waste products;
and for larval transport. Respiration, photosynthesis, and
calcification rates of corals increase with flow speed thereby
affecting colony growth rates and morphologies [Todd,
2008]. Wave and current conditions affect prey capture by
corals [Sebens et al., 1998] and nutrient uptake rates by reef
assemblages [Thomas and Atkinson, 1997]. Reef‐scale cir-
culation patterns determine dispersal and retention of water
within reef systems, thereby affecting connectivity among
populations [Cowen and Sponaugle, 2009]. Hence, there is
considerable interest in describing and modeling flow over
coral reefs at scales ranging from flow within an individual
coral colony [e.g., Kaandorp et al., 2003; Chang, 2007] to
circulation within reef‐lagoon systems [e.g., Prager, 1991;
Hench et al., 2008; Lowe et al., 2009].
[3] Corals have irregular, branching morphologies and reef

topography varies at scales ranging from centimeters to
kilometers (Figure 1), therefore flow within these systems is

complex. There has been some effort to quantify the small‐
scale spatial structure of reefs [Roberts et al., 1975; Nunes
and Pawlak, 2008; Zawada et al., 2010]; however, the con-
nection between the physical roughness of reefs and the
hydrodynamic roughness (or bottom drag) acting on currents
and waves is not well understood.
[4] In circulation models, variability in reef geometry

occurs at scales smaller than the resolution of the computa-
tional grid; thus, drag due to the small‐scale geometry must
be parameterized. In most existing circulation models, this is
done using a quadratic drag law in which the depth‐averaged
drag force (FD) or the effective bottom shear stress (tb,eff) is
related to the depth‐averaged velocity or the velocity at a
reference height above bottom. We use tb,eff because, for the
case of a very rough boundary, the bottom boundary condi-
tion on shear stress is not the true stress but rather represents
net drag. The standard quadratic drag law is

FD ¼ �b;eff
H

¼
� u2

*;eff

H
¼ �CDU2

ref

H
; ð1Þ

where r is the density of water, u*,eff is the effective shear
velocity (corresponding to tb,eff), CD is the bulk drag coef-
ficient, Uref is a reference velocity (depth‐integrated velocity
or velocity at some height above bottom), and H is the water
column height. Traditionally, drag coefficients estimated
from field measurements have used the velocity at 1 m above
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bottom for Uref [e.g., Sternberg, 1968; Gross and Nowell,
1983]. For corals reefs, defining drag coefficients is com-
plicated because solid obstructions occupy a layer above the
true bottom and there is flow through the coral layer as well
as above it.
[5] Experimental studies on coral reefs have estimated drag

coefficients from log fits to velocity profiles [Reidenbach
et al., 2006; Jones et al., 2008], from measurements of
Reynolds stress [Lowe et al., 2005; Reidenbach et al., 2006;
Tarya et al., 2010], or by assuming a drag and pressure gra-
dient momentum balance and calculating CD from surface
level or pressure measurements [Bilger and Atkinson, 1992;
Baird and Atkinson, 1997; Thomas and Atkinson, 1997;
McDonald et al., 2006; Coronado et al., 2007; Hench et al.,
2008]. Drag coefficients for simulations of flow over coral
reefs have been based on values reported from field and
laboratory measurements [Hearn, 1999] or selected to tune
models to match measured surface elevations or currents
[Young et al., 1994;Kraines et al., 1998; Tamura et al., 2007;
Lowe et al., 2009].
[6] Pressure gradients due to surface waves drive periodic

flow through a coral layer [Lowe et al., 2005], resulting in

increased turbulence and enhanced momentum exchange
between the canopy layer and overlying water column
[Reidenbach et al., 2007]. In turn, this leads to larger currents
through the coral canopy, and hence larger drag, which is
often parameterized by using a CD or z0 that is dependent on
wave conditions [Grant and Madsen, 1979]. Even in the
absence of waves, reported drag coefficients for coral reefs
vary from 0.01 [Reidenbach et al., 2006] to 0.8 [McDonald
et al., 2006] (Table 1). As friction is often a dominant term
in the momentum balance over shallow reefs, circulation
patterns calculated using numerical models can be very sen-
sitive to the drag parameterization used [Kunkel et al., 2006;
Tarya et al., 2010]. Drag coefficients used in reef circulation
models range from 0.02 to 0.1 (Table 2). The broad range of
reported drag coefficient values thus presents a significant
challenge to predictive modeling.
[7] McDonald et al. [2006] proposed that the wide range

of drag coefficients in the literature could be explained by a
dependence of CD on the ratio of coral canopy height (h) to
water depth (H) and presented an empirical expression for
this dependence. Their empirical result was largely based on
laboratory flume experiments with a 20 cm canopy of Porites

Figure 1. (a) Aerial photograph of the backreef on the north shore ofMoorea with numbers marking cross‐
reef measurement array. (b) Underwater photograph of the reef near Station 2.

Table 1. Comparison of Published CD and z0 From Measurements on Coral Reefs, Along With Reference Velocities Used for the
Parameterization, and Flow and Canopy Parameters Relevant to the Two‐Layer Modela

Drag Parameter Uref U2 /U1 h/H lF g

CD

Porites compressab [Baird and Atkinson, 1997] 0.04–0.06 u∣z=H ‐ 0.4 ‐ ‐
Porites compressab [Thomas and Atkinson, 1997] 0.06–0.1 u∣z=H ‐ 0.22 ‐ ‐
Acropora palmate [Lugo‐Fernandez et al., 1998] 0.06–0.2 u∣z=0.6m ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐
Sand with coral outcrops [Baird et al., 2004] 0.036 U ‐ 0.2–0.5 ‐ ‐
Porites compressab [McDonald et al., 2006] 0.06–0.8 Q/Aflume ‐ 0.45–0.9 ‐ ‐
Porites compressac [McDonald et al., 2006] 0.016–0.05 u∣z=H 0.45–0.9 ‐ ‐
Corals, seagrass, sand [Coronado et al., 2007] 0.015 U ‐ ∼0.05 ‐ ‐

Cf

PVC cylindersb [Lowe et al., 2005] 0.009 u∣z=0.25m 0.1 0.25 0.50 0.8
0.015 u∣z=0.25m 0.22 0.25 0.22 0.91
0.015 u∣z=0.25m 0.32 0.25 0.12 0.95

Varied: corals, soft corals, anemones, sponges [Reidenbach et al., 2006] 0.01–0.015 u∣z=1m ‐ ∼0.01 ‐
Pocillopora sp., Porites sp. [Jones et al., 2008] 0.015 U ‐ ‐ ‐
Unknown reef type [Tarya et al., 2010] 0.017–0.027 U ‐ ‐ ‐

z0
Varied, see entry above [Reidenbach et al., 2006] 0.01–0.04 m n/a ‐ ∼0.01 ‐

aBlank entries indicate that information was not available. Symbols are defined in the notation section.
bReported CD have been divided by two here because an additional factor of 2 was used in the original definitions.
cAlternative CD computed here from pressure gradients and near‐surface velocities of McDonald et al. [2006].
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compressa and CD was defined using the bulk flow rate
divided by flume cross‐sectional area. However, some
field measurements for which CD was defined differently
[Reidenbach et al., 2007] were also included in the fit. The
empirical relationship proposed byMcDonald et al. [2006] is
unique to both the definition of CD and the particular coral
canopy used.
[8] A number of different drag parameterizations have been

used in the literature. For example, some studies have
parameterized the shear stress at the top of the canopy [Lowe
et al., 2005; Reidenbach et al., 2006], while others have
parameterized the net drag within the canopy [McDonald
et al., 2006; Hench et al., 2008]. Some studies have used
the depth‐integrated velocity [Hench et al., 2008] and others
have used the near‐surface velocity [Bilger and Atkinson,
1992; Baird and Atkinson, 1997; Thomas and Atkinson,
1997] or the velocity at a fixed height above bottom [Lowe
et al., 2005; Reidenbach et al., 2006] for the reference
velocity. In some cases, differently defined CD values have
been compared [e.g., McDonald et al., 2006; Monismith,
2007; Tarya et al., 2010], and measured CD values have
been used in numerical models without taking into account
differences in the CD definition [e.g., Hearn, 1999; Kunkel
et al., 2006].
[9] The main objectives of this paper are (1) to relate CD

and z0 quantitatively to the physics they represent, (2) to use
this framework to assess whether differences in definition
contribute to the wide range of CD in the literature, and (3) to
assess the limitations of using CD or z0 to parameterize drag
on coral reefs. For simplicity, the discussion is limited to reefs
without waves, such as shallow reef flats and backreefs
beyond the zone of wave breaking. Using a simple two‐layer
conceptual model we illustrate the dependence of CD on the
definition used, and the dependence of CD on canopy
geometry and the shape of velocity profiles. We show that
discrepancies among reported drag coefficients are due, in
part, to differences in the way CD is defined. We evaluate the
use of bulk CD and z0 to parameterize drag with data from a
shallow backreef in Moorea, French Polynesia, where the
momentum balance is dominated by pressure gradient and

drag terms. Finally, we discuss the implications of specifying
a z0 to define the bottom drag condition in 3‐Dmodels of flow
over and through a reef.

2. Conservation Equations and Conceptual Model

2.1. Complete Three‐Dimensional Momentum
Equations

[10] For flow in regions with significant spatial variations,
such as within coral canopies, it is useful to average the
Navier‐Stokes equations over a volume that is large com-
pared with random spatial variations but small compared with
gradients in the larger‐scale flow. For the case of flow over
a rough boundary, the most appropriate averaging volume
is the fluid within a cuboid that is very thin in the vertical
compared with the horizontal; thus, averages are performed
horizontally over many roughness elements (e.g., many coral
branches and colonies) but gradients in the vertical are
resolved. The distribution of obstacles (e.g., height, spacing)
and flow properties (e.g., velocity, pressure) can vary ran-
domly within the averaging volume but should not vary
significantly in a systematic way across the averaging vol-
ume. From a practical standpoint, this means that averaging
volumes on reefs should usually be large (wide) compared
with individual coral colonies, but small compared with
larger (reef) scale variations in coral density, water depth, and
flow speed. Typical averaging volumes on reefs are therefore
likely to be 10 s to 100 s of meters in width.
[11] Assuming mean shear stress gradients in the vertical

are much larger than those in the horizontal, the spatially
averaged momentum equation in the x direction is [e.g.,
Nikora et al., 2007],

@hui
@t

þ hui @hui
@x

þ hvi @hui
@y

þ hwi @hui
@z|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

acceleration

¼ � 1

��

@ �hpið Þ
@x|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

force
pressure gradient

þ 1

��

@ ��xzð Þ
@z|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

gradient force
shear stress

� fFx|{z}
form drag

� fVx|{z}
viscous drag

; ð2Þ

where

�xz ¼ ��hu′w′i|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
Reynolds stress

��hu′′w′′i|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
dispersive stress

þ �
@hui
@z|fflffl{zfflffl}

viscous stress

fFx ¼ � 1

�Gfl

Z
S
pnx dS

fVx ¼ v

Gfl

Z
S

@u

@x
nx þ @u

@y
ny þ @u

@z
nz dS:

[12] Each term in equation (2) has units of force per unit
fluid mass. x, y, z are orthogonal coordinates with z positive
upwards, u, v, w are the velocity components in directions x,
y, z, respectively, and the unit normal to the solid surface has
components nx, ny, nz. The fluid density is r, the molecular
viscosity ism and n is the kinematic viscosity. The porosity, g,
is defined as the volume of fluid (Gfl) within the averaging
cuboid divided by the total cuboid volume (G) and can vary
with x, y, z. Over‐bars indicate time averages in the Reynolds‐

Table 2. Comparison of Drag Parameterizations Used for
Numerical Models of Flow Over Coral Reefs in the Literaturea

Drag Parameter Uref

CD

Hearn [1999] CD = 0.1 U
Kunkel et al. [2006] CD = 0.05 U
Tamura et al. [2007] CD = 0.035 U
Tarya et al. [2010] CD = 0.021 U

z0
Young et al. [1994] z0 = 0.01,0.08 m N/A
Tartinville et al. [1997] z0 = 0.04,0.08 m N/A
Lowe et al. [2009] z0 = 0.017 m N/A

Other
Manning’s n [Prager, 1991] n = 0.05 U
Linear drag coefficient R [Symonds

et al., 1995]
R = 0.08 m s−1 U

Manning’s n [Kraines et al., 1998,
1999]

n = 0.1 (CD = 0.0026–0.042) U

aSymbols are defined in the notation section.
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averaged sense. Angular brackets indicate spatial averages
over the averaging volume, e.g., h�i = Gfl

−1RR
Gfl

R
� dV. Single

primes indicate deviations from the time average (u′ = u − u)
and double primes indicate deviation from the spatial average
(u″ = hui − u).
[13] The shear stress, txz (denoting stress in the x direction

exerted by fluid above and below a given averaging volume)
is the sum of the viscous stress, the Reynolds stress and the
dispersive stress. The dispersive stress is the spatial analog of
the Reynolds stress. While the Reynolds stress represents the
transport of momentum due to the time‐averaged effect of
turbulent fluctuations, the dispersive stress represents the
transport of momentum due to the spatially averaged effects
of persistent spatial variations in the flow. The form drag, fFx,
and viscous drag, fVx, result from integrating the pressure
gradient and viscous stress terms, respectively, around solid
obstacle surfaces in the interior of the averaging volume;
each represents a drag force per unit fluid mass. On coral
reefs, form drag is typically much larger than viscous drag.
Henceforth, we use fDx to represent fFx + fVx.
[14] In order to compute three‐dimensional information

about velocity fields using equation (2), parameterizations for
the drag and stress gradient terms are required. While some
progress has been made on parameterizing these terms for
terrestrial forest and urban canopies [e.g., Raupach and
Thom, 1981; Coceal and Belcher, 2004] and seagrass cano-
pies [Ghisalberti and Nepf, 2004], little progress has been
made on stress and drag parameterizations for coral reefs in
which a wide range of roughness length scales exists,
roughness length scales can be similar to boundary layer
turbulence length scales, and solid obstructions can occupy a
significant fraction of the water column. In this paper, we
consider simplified drag parameterizations commonly used in
ocean circulation models, which result from vertically inte-
grating the drag term in equation (2) over the layer containing
solid obstacles.

2.2. Depth‐Averaged Momentum Equations

[15] A simplified momentum balance can be obtained by
vertically integrating equation (2). For simplicity, we con-
sider unidirectional flow (direction invariant with z) in the

positive x direction with no gradients in the cross‐flow (y)
direction (Figure 2). We assume that hpi is hydrostatic and
that there is no surface wind stress. There are two possible
approaches to deriving equations for the depth‐integrated
flow: integrating over the complete water column, and inte-
grating only over the layer above the coral canopy.
2.2.1. Depth‐Integrated Model for Whole Water
Column
[16] If equation (2) is integrated over the entire water

column volume, including the canopy layer (Figure 2), all
friction (skin friction and form drag) is included in the drag
term. The result is,

@U

@t
þ U

@U

@x
þ 1

Heff

Z H

0
~u
@~u

@x
þ ~w

@~u

@z

� �
� dz

¼ �g
@�

@x
� 1

Heff

Z h

0
fDx� dz|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

drag due to canopy layer

: ð3Þ

where Heff =
R
0
Hg dz is the effective water column height,

equal to the total volume of fluid per unit plan (bottom) area
and h is the free surface elevation. The depth‐averaged
velocity is defined U = (1/Heff)

R
0
H hui g dz. ~u = hui − U, and

~w = hwi are deviations of the velocity components at height z
from the depth average. The effect of the rough boundary is
included in the final depth‐averaged drag term. In depth‐
averaged ocean circulation models, the net drag force in
equation (3) is often thought of as an effective bottom stress
(tb,eff); i.e.,

1

Heff

Z h

0
fDx� dz � �b;eff

�Heff
�

u2
*;eff

Heff
: ð4Þ

[17] The depth‐integrated volume occupied by solid obsta-
cles is typically small compared with the depth‐integrated
volume occupied by water; thus, Heff ≈ H.
2.2.2. Depth‐Integrated Model for Water Column
Above Canopy
[18] If, instead of integrating over the entire water column,

equation (2) is integrated only over the water column above
the coral canopy (Figure 2), the result is

@U1

@t
þ U1

@U1

@x
þ 1

H � h

Z H

h
~u
@~u

@x
þ ~w

@~u

@z

� �
dz ¼ �g

@�

@x
� �h
� H � hð Þ :

ð5Þ

where the depth‐integrated velocity above the canopy is
defined U1 = 1

H�hð Þ
R
h
H hui dz, and th is the shear stress at the

top of the canopy. Using this approach, the effect of the rough
boundary layer on the overlying water column is through the
shear stress at the top of the canopy, th, which includes vis-
cous, turbulent and dispersive stress terms but is usually
dominated by turbulent stresses [e.g., Cheng and Castro,
2002] (Figure 2). If the canopy occupies a small fraction of
the water column (h/H� 1), thenU1 ≈U and H − h ≈Heff; the
two forms of the depth‐integrated equations (equations (3)
and (5)) converge and tb,eff = th.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of idealized two‐layer model
of flow over and through a coral reef. The upper layer (height
H‐h) is entirely fluid while the lower layer (height h) contains
solid obstacles.
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2.3. Standard Form of the 3‐D Momentum Equations

[19] In three‐dimensional ocean circulation models, which
typically do not explicitly account for small‐scale spatial
variability or solid obstacles, the form drag and viscous drag
terms in equation (2) are omitted and the frictional resistance
of the bottom is included instead through the boundary con-
dition on the shear stress at z = 0. That is, the x direction
momentum equation (again assuming flow only in the x
direction) is

@u

@t
þ u

@u

@x
¼ � 1

�

@p

@x
þ 1

�

@�xz
@z

; ð6Þ

and the bottom shear stress boundary condition is

�xz
�

����
z¼0

¼ �b;eff
�

¼
Z h

0
fDx � dz: ð7Þ

3. Formulation of the Bulk Drag Coefficient

[20] The drag term that arises from each of the above
approaches is typically parameterized using a quadratic drag
law that relates the bottom drag to the depth‐averaged
velocity or the velocity at some height in the water column. In
this section, we consider the ways in which the drag term in
the 2‐D and 3‐D momentum equations is typically parame-
terized in order to express CD and z0 in terms of the physics
they represent. This development is used to consider rela-
tionships among different drag parameterizations, in partic-
ular, different CD definitions in the literature.

3.1. Bulk Drag Coefficient Definition in the
Two‐Dimensional Momentum Equations

3.1.1. Depth‐Averaged Model for Whole Water
Column
[21] In 2‐D (depth‐averaged) models, bottom drag is usu-

ally parameterized using a bulk drag coefficient CD∣U that
relates the drag term in equation (3) to the depth‐averaged
velocityU. Again, if flow is unidirectional (in the x direction)
over the entire water column, then CD∣U is defined:

FD ¼ 1

Heff

Z h

0
fDx � dz � CDjUU2

Heff
: ð8Þ

[22] Here U is the reference velocity for the drag parame-
terization. If the complete 3‐D velocity and pressure dis-
tributions and roughness geometry were known, CD∣U could
be computed directly from the drag terms in equation (2);
however, in practice, this information is not available. For a
canopy with frontal area per unit fluid volume a, fDx is usually
modeled using [e.g., Nepf, 1999],

fDx ¼ 1

2
cd a hui2: ð9Þ

[23] Note that the sectional drag coefficient, cd, which
relates the form drag on an individual obstacle or obstacle
array at height z to the fluid velocity and obstacle frontal area
at that height, is different from CD, which is used to param-
eterize the total depth‐integrated drag on a fluid per unit plan
(bottom) area. The value of cd depends on the geometry of the

obstacle(s) as well as properties of the incident flow. The
sectional drag coefficient cd is approximately unity for an
isolated, infinitely tall, smooth cylinder (diameter d) in a
steady flow with Re = huid/v = 103 − 105 [e.g.,Kundu, 1990].
However, cd varies with Re and can also differ from unity
for finite length obstacles [Ghisalberti and Nepf, 2004],
near solid boundaries [Nepf and Vivoni, 2000], and within
canopy layers where the flow incident on individual obstacles
is affected by obstacles upstream [Nepf, 1999]. In general, it
is reasonable to assume cd is of order one. If equation (9) is
used to parameterize the drag within the canopy, then CD∣U
is given by

CDjU¼ 1

U2

Z h

0

1

2
cdahui2� dz: ð10Þ

[24] For the same rough boundary, U is likely to increase
relative to the within‐canopy flow speed as water depth
increases; thus, for a given rough boundary CD∣U is expected
to decrease with water depth. Previously,Manning’s equation
has been used to compute CD∣U as a function of water depth
[Prager, 1991; Kraines et al., 1998, 1999]. However, this
empirical equation (which gives a CD ∼ H−1/3 dependence)
was developed for open channel flow over sand grain
roughness and is unlikely to provide accurate drag coefficient
estimates for reefs.
3.1.2. Depth‐Averaged Model for the Water Column
Above the Canopy
[25] If the depth‐average is computed only over the layer

above solid obstacles, the bottom friction due to the canopy
appears in the momentum equation as the shear stress at the
top of the canopy (equation (5)). In this approach, the shear
stress term is parameterized with a friction coefficient, Cf ∣U1,
as

�h
�
� Cf

��U1U2
1 ; ð11Þ

where U1, the depth‐averaged velocity above the canopy,
is the reference velocity for the drag parameterization. If
the canopy occupies a small fraction of the water column
(h/H� 1, U1 = U, th = tb,eff), then Cf∣U1 = CD∣U and the two
drag parameterizations are equivalent.

3.2. Bulk Drag Coefficient Definition in the
Three‐Dimensional Momentum Equations

[26] In a 3‐D representation of flow over a rough boundary,
the bottom boundary condition for txz (representing the net
bottom drag, equations (6) and (7)) can be parameterized
using a reference velocity at any height above bottom; i.e.,

�xz
�

����
z¼0

¼ �b;eff
�

¼
Z h

0
fDx� dz ¼ CDjUrefU2

ref : ð12Þ

[27] There is a continuous range of choices for Uref. For
example, Reidenbach et al. [2006] used the velocity 1 m
above bottom, Lowe et al. [2005] used the velocity at 0.25 m
above bottom, and Thomas and Atkinson [1997] used the
surface velocity for Uref in their drag parameterizations.
[28] In 3‐D circulation models, the reference height for the

drag parameterization varies depending on the height of the
first numerical layer. As velocity varies with height above
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bottom, CD varies with reference height. To accommodate
this, CD is often specified in circulation models using a
roughness length scale (e.g., z0). This type of drag formula-
tion typically assumes that the near‐bed velocity profile is
logarithmic [see Pope, 2000]:

u ¼ u*;eff

�
ln

z

z0
: ð13Þ

Reidenbach et al. [2006] found this to be a good approxi-
mation for velocity profiles in the boundary layer above coral
reefs that occupy a small fraction of the water column. If the
velocity profile is given by equation (13), the drag coefficient
defined for reference velocity Uref at height zref is related to
z0 via

CDjUref¼ 1

U2
ref

Z h

0
fDx � dz ¼ u*;eff

u*;eff =� ln zref =z0

h i2 ¼ �2

ln zref =z0

h i2 :
ð14Þ

Thus, CD can be computed as a function of zref.
[29] CD is used to parameterize spatially averaged drag

(see equation (12)); thus, in equation (14), z0 is also related
to the spatially averaged drag. Typically, log profiles
(equation (13)) only exist if there is a well‐developed
boundary layer above the roughness elements. Equation (14)
therefore assumes that boundary layers are well developed
and velocities are homogeneous across averaging volume,
but this is often not true on reefs. In fact, velocity profiles
at any given point are likely to be heavily influenced by
upstream roughness elements, and spatially averaged velocity
profiles are likely to have a momentum deficit in the layer
containing the solid obstacles. The use of z0 to parameterize
drag on reefs where obstacles occupy a significant fraction
of the water column is therefore questionable.

4. Evaluating Bulk Drag Parameterization
for a Shallow Backreef

4.1. Description of Measurements

[30] The performance of the above drag parameterizations
was evaluated using continuous measurements from the
backreef on the north shore of Moorea, French Polynesia,
made between 8 December 2006 and 16 February 2007
(Figure 1a). The average water depth is 2 m and the reef is
characterized by large coral bommies (primarily Porites and
Pocillopora spp.) that occupy between 0% and 90% of the
water column (Figure 1b). The site does not experience sig-
nificant tides due to its proximity to the M2 and K1 tidal
amphidromes [Hench et al., 2008]. During the austral sum-
mer, ocean swells from remote storms shoal on the steep
forereef and break on the shallow (0.5 m) reef crest, gener-
ating a wave setup that forces unidirectional flow across the
backreef [Hench et al., 2008]. Most of the wave energy is
dissipated during breaking and the small fraction of the wave
energy that remains decays rapidly with distance from the reef
crest. Winds are typically weak onMoorea during the Austral
winter. The wind stress was estimated from measurements
at Faa’a airport, on the north shore of the adjacent island of
Tahiti.

[31] Pressure sensors (RBR DR‐1050, sampling at 0.5 Hz)
were deployed at three sites (Stations 1, 2, 3) along a cross‐
reef transect on the back reef to permit calculation of cross‐
reef surface level gradients (Figure 1a). Velocity profiles
were measured at the same three sites using 2 MHz Nortek
Aquadopp profilers (10 cm bins, sampling at 1 Hz, record-
ing one profile per minute for 40 min of each hour). Time‐
averaged water depths at Stations 1, 2, and 3 were 1.9 m,
2.5 m, and 3.1 m, respectively. A bathymetric survey of the
reef between Stations 1 and 3 indicated that the water depth
varied by about ±0.5 m (1 standard deviation).

4.2. Parameterization of Drag Term in the
Two‐Dimensional Momentum Budget

4.2.1. Calculation of Bulk Drag Coefficient
[32] Scaling terms of the depth‐averaged momentum

budget (equation (3)) suggests that the momentum balance on
the Moorea backreef is dominated by the cross‐reef pressure
gradient and drag terms (J. L. Hench, manuscript in prepa-
ration, 2011). The momentum balance can therefore be
approximated as

�g
@�

@x
¼ CDjUU2

H
: ð15Þ

[33] Equation (4) was used to compute CD∣U for two
backreef segments, A (Station 1 to Station 2) and B (Station 2
to Station 3). Both reef segments contain fairly dense arrays
of coral bommies although the mean water depth along A is
about 25% (0.6 m) shallower than for B.
[34] We evaluated equation (15) directly, from our best

estimates of the spatially averaged ∂h/∂x, U, and H for each
reef segment. Reef‐segment‐averaged U and H values were
computed as the mean of U and H at either end of the reef
segment. The surface elevation gradient ∂h/∂x was computed
from the difference between pressure sensor measurements
at either end of each reef segment. Hourly averaged h, U,
and H values were used for the momentum budget calcula-
tion to ensure that averages included many wave groups and
averaging was performed over a timescale that was long
compared with the propagation of a pressure disturbance
between sites. Because the relative water depths at the three
sites were unknown and flow conditions were never com-
pletely still, the absolute surface displacement at each site
was estimated using an iterative method. We first assumed
that the minimum water level difference between adjacent
sites in the record represented no surface slope and computed
an initial times series of surface slope for each reef segment.
We then performed a linear regression of our initial surface
slope estimate against hourly averaged U2/H. The line of
best fit was projected back to U = 0 to determine the “zero
flow” value of ∂h/∂x. The h values were then adjusted to
reduce the “zero flow” offset in ∂h/∂x to zero. Our final
estimate of g ∂h/∂x was then regressed against U2/H to
determine a representative CD∣U for each reef segment.
[35] The hourly averaged across‐reef pressure gradients

were strongly correlated with U2/H for both reef segments,
although the correlation was stronger further from the reef
crest (r2 = 0.83, and r2 = 0.93 for segments A and B,
respectively; Table 3 and Figure 3). RMS residuals for the
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linear fits above were 3.8 × 10−4 m s−2 (22% of mean g ∂h/∂x)
for segment A and 1.5 × 10−4 m s−2 (17% of mean g ∂h/∂x) for
segment B. Quadratic drag coefficients from the slopes of
linear fits were CD∣U = 0.08 (A) and CD∣U = 0.10 (B).
4.2.2. Sources of Error in CD Estimates and Quadratic
Drag Law FD Estimates
[36] Nonlinearity in the relationship between g ∂h/∂x and

U2/H, or scatter around the linear fit, could arise from other
momentum budget terms being significant or the quadratic
drag law being inappropriate. For a bulk quadratic drag law to
be appropriate, velocity profile shapes must be constant with
time; however, for flow over an array of obstacles, velocity
profile shape can be a function of flow speed [e.g., Finnigan,
2000]. For the Moorea backreef measurements, errors in FD

due to variations in velocity profile shape were estimated to
be 5%–10%, significantly smaller than the residuals for the
linear fit (Figure 3), suggesting that variations in velocity
profile shapes did not explain the observed scatter in FD

estimates (see Appendix A for calculation details). For seg-
ment A, closest to the reef crest, the relationship between
g ∂h/∂x and U2/H was not quite linear, and RMS errors were
somewhat larger than for segment B. This is likely because
other momentum budget terms come into play at this site. The
wind stress termwasmore than an order of magnitude smaller
than other momentum budget terms; deviations from the
linear fit are thought to arise mostly due to the acceleration
and radiation stress terms (Hench, manuscript in preparation,
2011).
[37] The main source of uncertainty inCD from theMoorea

measurements is thought to be uncertainty in estimates of
spatially averaged velocities and water depths along the reef
segments. This would result in a bias in the CD value deter-
mined, rather than causing deviation (scatter, nonlinearity)
from the linear relationship between g ∂h/∂x and U2/H.
Velocities measured at a point could be consistently higher or
lower than the spatial average; thus, theCD estimates could be
poor even though the quality of fits (r2) is very high.
Velocities at any point on the reef are strongly influenced by
nearby obstacles; thus, point velocity measurements can be
very poor estimates of spatially averaged velocities (J. L.
Hench and J. H. Rosman, manuscript in preparation, 2011).
The velocities used in our momentum budget calculation are
averages of measurements at just two points on the reef.

Better estimates of spatially averaged velocities would be
achieved by including measurements at many more points on
the reef in the spatial averages; however, due to limitations in
the number of sensors that can be deployed at one time, this is
usually not practical (and was not in this study). We do not
currently have the measurements to quantify the uncertainty
in CD due to limited spatial sampling of velocities.

4.3. Parameterization of Drag Term in the
Three‐Dimensional Momentum Budget

[38] Depending on the reference velocity (depth‐averaged,
1 m above bottom, or near‐surface) selected to parameterize
drag on the Moorea backreef, CD∣Uref varied from 0.066–
0.080 for segment A and 0.075–0.10 for segment B (Table 3).
As described above, in a 3‐D model, velocity varies with z;
therefore, z0 is often specified to allow CD to be computed
from reference velocities at different heights (equation (14)).
This relies on near‐bottom spatially averaged velocity pro-
files computed by the model being logarithmic. In field and
laboratory experiments, z0 is usually determined by fitting
logarithmic curves (equation (13)) to velocity profiles mea-
sured at a point in x, y [e.g., Reidenbach et al., 2006].

Figure 3. Scatterplots of pressure gradient force versus
U2/H for the 2 month deployment on the Moorea backreef
(a) near the reef crest (segment A) and (b) far from the reef
crest (segment B). Data (black dots) are 1 h averages, and
gray lines are fits used to compute CD∣U. Error bars indicate
RMS error in the quadratic drag approximation due to varia-
tions in the velocity profile shape (see Appendix A).

Table 3. Comparison of CD and z0 Values Computed From Moorea Data Using Two Different Methods: Pressure Gradient and
Quadratic Drag Momentum Balances and Logarithmic Fits to Velocity Profilesa

Uref

Segment A Segment B

CD z0 r2 CD z0 r2

Pressure Gradient and Quadratic Drag Momentum Balance
‐ 0.27 0.41
U 0.080 0.83 0.10 0.93
u∣z=1m 0.073 0.83 0.10 0.93
u∣z=0.8H 0.066 0.81 0.075 0.90

Fits to Velocity Profiles
‐ 9.4 × 10−4 (1) 0.996 (1) 5.9 × 10−4 (2) 0.999 (2)

5.9 × 10−4 (2) 0.999 (2) 0.038 (3) 0.997 (3)
u∣z=1m 3.5 × 10−3 (1) 3.0 × 10−3 (2)

3.0 × 10−3 (2) 0.016 (3)

aResults are shown for three different reference velocities: depth‐averaged velocity, velocity 1 m above bottom, and velocity measurement closest to water
surface. Numbers in parentheses indicate measurement stations.
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[39] For the Moorea backreef, two deviations from the
log law (equation (13)) are anticipated. First, a logarithmic
velocity profile shape is only applicable to the “inner” part of
the boundary layer, typically the lower 20% of the boundary
layer (thickness d), where d is the height at which the velocity
reaches the free‐stream value, or the entire water column
height for a fully developed velocity profile. Because the
water column on the backreef is only 2–3 m and many of the
measurements were above z = 0.2 H, this must be taken into
consideration. Above the inner layer, the outer layer velocity
profile is better described by a defect law [Coles, 1956; Nezu
and Rodi, 1986]. Second, for very rough boundary layers, it is
not clear where z = 0 should be defined, thus an offset height d
is typically included in the fitting function. Then d can be
thought of as the height at which the net form drag affecting
the velocity profile acts [Jackson, 1981].
[40] Combining these deviations from the log law, the

velocity profile in a boundary layer (of height d) can be
described by

u ¼ u*;eff

�
ln
z� d

z0
þ 2P sin2

	 z� dð Þ
2


� �� 	
: ð16Þ

[41] Equation (16) has been found to fit velocity profiles in
fully developed open channel flow over most of the water
depth [Nezu and Rodi, 1986], although it does not apply very
close to the surface where the zero stress boundary condition
is not met. We used P = 0.2, the value that Nezu and Rodi
[1986] determined to be appropriate for Re* = u*h/n >
2000. On the Moorea backreef we estimate Re* ∼ 104 to 105.
ThisP value also gave the best quality fit (r2) across all sites.
[42] For eachMoorea backreef site, equation (16) was fit to

the time‐averaged velocity profile. The bottom two mea-
surements were discarded as these values clearly deviated
from fits to the measurements above them. Because d was
unknown, the curve was fit to the next three velocity mea-
surements (z = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 m). One additional velocity bin
was added at a time to the fit until r2 values began to drop as
additional bins were included in the fit. The fit that included
the maximum number of bins, yet maintained a high r2, was
used. Optimal fits were achieved for z = 0.5 m – 1.4 m at
Station 1, z = 0.5 m – 1.1 m at Station 2, and z = 0.5 m – 2.2 m
at Station 3 (Table 3).
[43] CD values computed from z0 values (equation (14))

were an order of magnitude smaller than CD values obtained
from the cross‐reef momentum balance using the same ref-
erence velocity zref = 1 m (Table 3). This is likely because the
two CD values represent different physical quantities. Mea-
surement sites were selected to be away from large upstream
obstacles. The z0 values obtained from log fits to velocity
profiles arise from local upstream roughness well below the
height of the velocity measurements included in the fit,
averaged over the length scale that the boundary layer has
developed. These z0 values do not account for form drag
arising from interactions of flow with larger obstacles that are
similar in size to the z range included in the log fit or drag due
to variations in bottom topography at scales larger than the
boundary layer development length scale. As water passes
over the reef, the boundary layer is regularly disrupted by
solid obstacles andmust re‐form. Thus, the spatially averaged
velocity profile is unlikely to be logarithmic even though

some portion of most velocity profiles measured at a point is
logarithmic. Given that the Moorea velocity profiles are point
measurements rather than spatial averages, and instrument
positions were selected to avoid upstream obstacles, it is not
surprising that CD values calculated from log fit z0 values
underestimate the reef‐scale drag where form drag due to
large obstacles dominates overall drag.

5. Consequences of Drag Parameterization
Choice

[44] The analysis of data from the Moorea backreef illus-
trates that CD values derived from field data can be strongly
affected by both the method used to compute them (mea-
surement of cross‐reef pressure gradient, measurement of
shear stress, logarithmic fit to velocity profiles), and the ref-
erence velocity used in the drag parameterization. In addition
to using different definitions, CD values reported in the lit-
erature include the results of laboratory studies and cover a
wide range of reef geometries, water depths, and flow con-
ditions. We now develop a simple two‐layer model as a
conceptual framework for comparing drag coefficients in the
literature and those estimated from the Moorea data.

5.1. Introduction of Two‐Layer Illustrative Model

[45] We assume that the velocity profile can be approxi-
mated by two distinct layers, U1 in an upper (obstacle‐free)
layer and U2 in a lower (canopy) layer (Figure 2). We also
assume that the porosity (g), the frontal area per unit fluid
volume (a) and the sectional drag coefficient (cd) are uniform
with z within the canopy layer, and that the drag term is well
modeled using equation (9). Integrating equation (2) over
each layer with these assumptions yields the following
momentum equations:

Upper layer:

@U1

@t
þ U1

@U1

@x
� huhihwhi

H � h
¼ �g

@�

@x
� �h
� H � hð Þ : ð17Þ

Canopy layer:

@U2

@t
þ U2

@U2

@x
þ huhihwhi

h
¼ �g

@�

@x
þ �h
�h

�
1
2 cd�FU2

2

�h
: ð18Þ

[46] The drag term has been simplified in equation (18) by
carrying out the volume integral. The total frontal area of
canopy elements per unit plan area is denoted lF =

R
0
h a g dz.

[47] For steady, fully developed flow, there is a balance in
the upper layer between the horizontal pressure gradient force
and the stress at the top of the canopy. In the lower layer there
is a balance between the pressure gradient force, the stress at
the top of the canopy and the drag of the canopy elements. It
can be shown, by scaling the terms in equations (17) and (18),
that as h/H approaches zero, flow within the canopy is driven
primarily by the shear stress at the top of the canopy. This
is the situation previously considered for terrestrial canopies
[Finnigan, 2000]. Conversely, as h/H approaches unity,
within‐canopy flow is driven entirely by pressure gradients
[Nepf and Vivoni, 2000].
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[48] Using the two‐layer model, the expression for CD∣Uref
(equation (10)) becomes

CDjUref¼ 1

2
cd�F

U2

Uref

� �2

: ð19Þ

[49] For steady, fully developed flow, equations (17) and
(18) can be combined to give an expression for the shear
stress at the top of the canopy in terms of the drag within the
canopy:

�h
�
¼ 1

2
cd�FU

2
2 1� h

H

� �
� Cf

��UrefU2
ref : ð20Þ

[50] Thus, combining equations (19) and (20) gives the
following relationship between CD and Cf,

Cf

CD
¼ 1� h

H

� �
; ð21Þ

which approaches unity for small h/H. Thus, as mentioned
previously, for small h/H the values of CD and Cf are
approximately equal. From this point on, we consider
only CD.

5.2. Choice of Reference Velocity for Drag
Parameterization

[51] Below, we use the two‐layer model to derive an
expression for CD for three choices of Uref: the upper water
column velocity U1, the within‐canopy velocity U2, and the
depth‐averaged velocity U.
[52] Definition I: Uref = U2. The simplest formulation

for the bulk drag coefficient arises when Uref is the within‐
canopy velocity. In this case, equation (19) becomes

CDjU2¼ 1

2
cd�F : ð22Þ

[53] For this definition, the bulk drag coefficient does
not depend on the canopy height, water depth, or the shape
of the velocity profile (Figure 4a). If the velocity inside
the canopy is known, this is the simplest model for the drag
term. However, as the canopy is often too dense to permit
within‐canopy velocity measurements and flow fields within

canopies are spatially variable, this definition is usually not
practical.
[54] Definition II: Uref = U1. This formulation is similar to

that used in several previous studies [Baird and Atkinson,
1997; Bilger and Atkinson, 1992; Thomas and Atkinson,
1997]. In this case, equation (19) yields

CDjU1¼ 1

2
cd�F

U2

U1

� �2

: ð23Þ

[55] Thus CD∣U1 depends on the canopy geometry and on
the ratio of the lower and upper water column velocities
(Figure 4b). While CD∣U1 does not depend explicitly on the
ratio h/H, in practice, if the water level is varied, the shape of
the velocity profile (U2 /U1) will also vary, thus changing the
value of CD∣U1.
[56] Definition III: Uref = U = [(H‐h)U1 + ghU2]/Heff, the

depth‐averaged velocity. In this case, equation (19) becomes

CDjU¼ 1

2
cd�F

U2

U1

� �2 1� h
H þ � h

H

1� h
H þ � h

H
U2
U1

 !2

: ð24Þ

[57] Thus CD∣U depends on both canopy geometry (g, h/H)
and velocity profile shape (U2 /U1) (Figure 4c). This defini-
tion of the drag coefficient reduces to the Uref = U1 formu-
lation for small h/H because most of the flow is above the
canopy. It reduces to the Uref = U2 formulation for h/H close
to unity because most of the flow is through the canopy.
[58] The two‐layer model illustrates that the functional

form of CD depends strongly on the choice of reference
velocity. The selection of Uref can result in a CD that is
independent of velocity and water column height (Uref = U2,
Figure 4a), only dependent on the ratio of within‐canopy and
above canopy velocities (Uref = U1, Figure 4b), or strongly
dependent on both the ratio of within‐canopy and above
canopy velocities and the ratio of canopy height to total water
column height (Uref = U, Figure 4c). In the last case, the
variation in CD spans several orders of magnitude.

5.3. Comparison of CD Values From Different Studies

[59] Ideally, CD values reported in the literature would
be compared by converting them to a common definition.
Unfortunately, in most cases, published work does not con-

Figure 4. Contours of CD as a function of h/H and U2 /U1 from the two‐layer model. Each plot uses a dif-
ferent reference velocity for the drag parameterization (a) within‐canopy velocity U2, (b) above‐canopy
velocity U1, and (c) depth‐averaged velocity U. All values shown correspond to lf = 1, g = 0.7, and cd = 1.
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tain enough information to do this comparison as it would
require knowledge of spatially averaged velocity profiles
from within the canopy and up into the water column, frontal
area of obstacles per unit plan area as a function of z, and
porosity as a function of z. In most cases, it is not practical to
measure these quantities.
[60] The two‐layer model provides a framework that can be

used to assess the impact of CD definition on reported CD

values. The different CD definitions (equations (21)–(24))
differ by a factor that depends only on h/H, U2 /U1, and g.
If these parameters were known, and the two‐layer repre-
sentation of hui, a and g was reasonable, CD values could be
converted to a common definition using the functional forms
in equations (21)–(24). To illustrate the effect ofCD definition
onCD value, we used the two‐layer model to convert reported
CD values to a common definition withUref =U1, whereU1 is
the velocity at a reference height above the layer containing
solid obstacles. In cases where parameters were not known
(all studies except the laboratory cylinder array study of Lowe
et al. [2005]) we used g = 0.7 and U2 /U1 = 0.2. This con-
version reduced the range of CD values by almost an order of
magnitude, from 0.009–0.8 to 0.01–0.12 (Figure 5). For field
measurements over reefs with similar structures, the range in
CD∣U1 values was much smaller. CD∣U values reported by
McDonald et al. [2006], when adjusted for definition, agreed
quite well with the CD∣usurf values we computed using
their near‐surface velocity measurements. It is important to
note that these conversions were done for illustrative pur-
poses only, as the true values of U2 /U1 and g were unknown
for most studies, and the two‐layer model is idealized.
However, this analysis suggests that the wide range of
reported CD values is likely due, at least in part, to differences
in definition.

5.4. Consequences of Using z0 to Parameterize Drag

[61] Using the two‐layer conceptual model, we now illus-
trate the consequences of parameterizing net drag by speci-
fying z0. Again, we ignore surface wind stress and horizontal
shear. We assume that velocity profiles computed by a
numerical model will be well described overmost of thewater
column by a boundary layer profile consisting of an inner
(log) layer and outer (log plus defect) layer. For each h/H
and U2 /U1, an effective z0 (z0,eff) was calculated such that

depth‐integrated drag and depth‐integrated mass flux were
matched between a boundary layer profile shape and the two‐
layer flow velocity profile. This was achieved by solving for
z0,eff in the equation,Z H

0
hui � dz ¼

Z H

z0;eff

u*;eff

�
ln

z

z0;eff

� �
þ 2P sin2

	z

2H


 �� �
dz

� u*;effH

�
ln

H

z0;eff

� �
� 1þP

� �
; ð25Þ

where, in this case, hui represents the two‐layer model
velocity and u*,eff is the effective shear velocity which is
related to the depth‐integrated drag by

u2*;eff ¼
Z h

0
fDx � dz �

Z h

0

1

2
cd a hui2 � dz: ð26Þ

[62] The effective z0 required to match both depth‐
integrated drag and depth‐integrated mass flux for the two‐
layer model is shown as a function of h/H and U2 /U1 in
Figure 6. Although velocity profile shapes are not well
represented by the logarithmic fits (Figure 6a), the net drag
and the net mass flux are matched by using the z0 in Figure 6b.

Figure 5. CD values from the literature and from this study: (a) CD values in Table 1 and (b) the same CD

values adjusted to a common definition (CD∣U1) using the two‐layer model with U2 /U1 = 0.2 and g = 0.7.
Different symbols represent different CD definitions. Points are color coded according to classification as
laboratory flume study (black), shallow reef flat with large flow obstructions (red), shallow reef flat with
smaller obstructions (green), or deeper reef where corals occupy a small fraction of the water column (blue).

Figure 6. (a) Two‐layer velocity profiles for three different
h/H and U2 /U1 ratios and the corresponding logarithmic
velocity profiles that match both the depth‐integrated drag
and depth‐integrated velocity. (b) Effective z0 versus h/H
and U2 /U1. Symbols are values for the velocity profiles in
Figure 6a.
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Thus, z0 values could be selected such that depth‐integrated
velocities and water levels were computed correctly by a
circulation model; however, the vertical profiles of these
velocities would be incorrect. In many cases, the z0 values
required to give sufficient drag in a circulation model may
physically seem unrealistically large.
[63] The two‐layer model presented above is useful for

illustrative purposes; however, it was assumed that the spa-
tially averaged velocity was uniform in the vertical, within the
canopy layer (U2) and above the canopy (U1), and that the
porosity and frontal area within the coral canopy was not a
function of z. In reality, canopy density varies with z and
velocity varies continuously over the water depth. The spa-
tially averaged velocity profile is typically characterized by a
shear layer at the top of the canopy which transitions to a
boundary layer above the canopy [e.g.,Ghisalberti and Nepf,
2004; Lowe et al., 2005]. The top part of the canopy there-
fore has a greater contribution to the net drag than lower in
the canopy where velocities are smaller. For example,
Reidenbach et al. [2007] found that there was actually
very little flow through most of a P. compressa canopy with
h/H = 0.4.
[64] In order to illustrate the relationship between the

effective z0 (required to compute water levels correctly and
conserved mass flux in a circulation model) and the z0 that

would be determined from log fits to velocity profiles above a
canopy, effective z0 were computed from velocity profile
measurements over an array of regularly spaced cylinders
from Lowe et al. [2005] (Figure 7). Within‐canopy velocity
measurements were fit using a hyperbolic tangent profile, and
above‐canopy velocity measurements were fit with a loga-
rithmic profile, with a transition region between the two
regions where both functions decayed exponentially. The
ratio h/Hwas artificially decreased bymaintaining the bottom
25 cm of the fit and progressively increasing the extent of
the boundary layer above the canopy using the form in
equation (18). Equation (26) was then solved to compute z0,eff
for each h/H. As the ratio h/H decreases (i.e., as the coral
canopy occupies a smaller fraction of the water column), the
computed z0,eff approaches the z0 from the fit to measure-
ments above the canopy (Figure 7b). Thus, parameterizing
drag by specifying a z0,eff can provide reliable information
about 3‐D velocity fields above a coral canopy if the canopy
layer occupies a small fraction of the water column and the
region of interest is well above the canopy.
[65] If the coral canopy occupies a small fraction of the

water column and the flow and bottom topography are
homogeneous, the z0 value obtained from log fits to measured
velocity profiles above the roughness layer should match
the z0 value required to correctly implement bottom drag.
However, if larger scale roughness dominates drag within a
circulation model grid cell, logarithmic fits to near‐bottom
velocity measurements will result in z0 values that under-
estimate bottom drag.
[66] The z0,eff that would be required to match both depth‐

integrated drag and mass flux were computed for the Moorea
data by solving for z0,eff in equation (27), with u*,eff /U =
(CD∣U)1/2 determined from the across‐reef momentum bal-
ance (equation (15)) as described earlier. Time‐averaged
velocity profiles, fits to velocity profiles, and profiles deter-
mined by matching both depth‐integrated drag and depth‐
integrated mass flux are compared in Figure 8. For all
stations, the effective velocity profile shape is quite different
from the measured profile shape. This illustrates that velocity
profiles computed using effective z0 that correctly parame-
terize drag will not match actual velocity profiles on coral
reefs, if roughness elements occupy a significant fraction of
the water column. This is likely because (1) velocity fields
are spatially heterogeneous and velocity profiles at a point do
not represent a spatial average and (2) in shallow water, log
velocity profiles measured at a point do not include form drag
due to large‐scale roughness. Log fits to velocity profiles will

Figure 7. (a) Velocity data from Lowe et al. [2005] with
lf = 0.5 and g = 0.8 (crosses), fit to data extrapolated using a
Coles defect function to z = 1 m (gray) and the log profile
required to match depth‐integrated drag and mass flux for
h/H = 0.1 (black dashed). (b) The z0,eff required to match
bottom drag and mass flux versus h/H (black dashed) and
z0 corresponding to the data fit to z > h (gray). The circle
corresponds to the case shown in Figure 7a.

Figure 8. Comparison between measured time‐averaged cross‐reef velocity profiles (crosses), profiles
from log fits to measurements (red), and log profiles with z0 selected to match total drag and depth‐
integrated mass flux (black dashed, reef segment A; gray dashed, reef segment B).
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only give z0 values that provide reasonable drag in a circu-
lation model if the length scale over which the boundary layer
develops is similar to the size of a grid cell, or if velocity
profiles and bottom roughness are homogeneous over the
dimensions of a grid cell.

6. Conclusions

[69] At present, in most ocean circulation models, bottom
drag is parameterized using bulk drag coefficients (CD) or
roughness length scales (z0); however, reported CD values
for coral reefs span two orders of magnitude posing a chal-
lenge for predictive modeling. In this paper, we developed
expressions that relate CD and z0 to terms in the 3‐D spatially
averaged momentum budget and illustrated that CD is a
function of both canopy geometry and velocity profile shape.
Using an idealized two‐layer model we illustrated that CD

can vary by more than an order of magnitude for the same
geometry and flow, depending on the drag law reference
velocity selected. While only illustrative, this analysis sug-
gests that the range in reported CD could be significantly
reduced (by about one order of magnitude) ifCD values could
be converted to a common definition.
[70] In 3‐D circulation models, drag is typically parame-

terized by specifying z0 as this allows CD to be adjusted
for drag law reference height. However, this type of drag
parameterization relies on spatially averaged velocity profiles
being logarithmic near the bed, which is often not the case on
coral reefs, particularly if solid obstacles occupy a significant
fraction of the water column. For the Moorea backreef, z0
values estimated from velocity profile fits were an order of
magnitude smaller than z0 values required to correctly

parameterize net drag and maintain mass conservation. This
is probably because z0 values derived from velocity profile
fits did not account for form drag arising from large obstacles
in the reef segment that were further upstream than the
boundary layer development length scale.
[71] A more sophisticated model that includes parameter-

izations for vertically distributed drag and shear stresses is
required to compute 3‐D velocity fields over reefs, particu-
larly when roughness length scales are large compared with
boundary layer development length scales. This is challeng-
ing as there is often a wide range of roughness length scales
on reefs, from individual branches and small colonies (1–
10 cm), to large colonies and aggregates (1–10 m), to reef‐
scale topographic variations (10–100 m). Additionally,
computational grid cells can contain variations in water depth,
patchiness in roughness densities, and large‐scale gradients
in water velocities; thus, spatial averaging procedures may
need to be more complex than those discussed here. Surface
waves further complicate bottom drag parameterization.
Further progress on coral reef hydrodynamics will depend,
in part, on a careful treatment of bottom drag and new field,
laboratory and numerical studies are needed to identify the
most effective drag parameterizations. In the meantime,
we urge caution when using published CD and z0 values for
coral reefs.

Appendix A: Error in Quadratic Drag Estimates
Due to Variations in Velocity Profile Shapes

[72] For a bulk quadratic drag parameterization based on a
reference velocity at a fixed height (or the depth‐average

Figure A1. Measured velocity profiles on the Moorea backreef, binned and averaged according to depth‐
averaged velocity in 0.05m s−1 intervals. (a, d) Station 1 was 50m from reef crest, (b, e) Station 2 was 160m
from reef crest, and (c, f) Station 3 was 720 m from reef crest. Figures A1a–A1c are bin‐averaged velocity
profiles, and Figures A1d–A1f are bin‐averaged velocities normalized by depth‐averaged velocity.
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velocity) to be reasonable, the velocity profile shape must
not vary with flow speed, since

H FD

U2
ref

¼ CDjUref¼
Z h

0

1

2
cda

hui
Uref

� �2

� dz; ðA1Þ

and for a given averaging volume cda and g are fixed.
[73] To assess the error in quadratic drag law FD estimates

due to variations in velocity profile shapes, 1 min averaged
velocity profiles were binned according to depth‐averaged
velocity and averaged in time to obtain mean velocity profiles
for different flow speeds (Figures A1a, A1c, and A1e).
Velocity profile shapes normalized by depth‐averaged flow
speeds were remarkably consistent, but there was an approx-
imately 10% variation in normalized velocity profiles
near‐surface and near‐bottom at Stations 1 and 2, and an
approximately 20% variation near‐bottom at Station 3
(Figures A1b, A1d, and A1f).
[74] CD∣U values (equation (A1)) computed using actual

1 min averaged velocity profile shapes were then compared
with values computed using the time‐averaged velocity
profile shape for the whole record. For this calculation, an
estimate of the cda profile was required. As bommie heights
range from 10% to 90% of the water column, and the mean
bommie height is typically around half the water depth, the
cda profile was estimated as

cda ¼ cdað Þ0 e
�z=l ; ðA2Þ

where (cda)0 represents the value of cda at z = 0 and the
decay length l was chosen to be 0.5 m. The RMS difference
between CD∣U computed using 1 min averaged velocity
profile shapes and CD∣U computed using the time‐averaged
velocity profile shape was then calculated for each 5 cm/s
velocity bin. When converted to a percentage, this is
equivalent to the percent error in the drag term (FD) due to
variations in velocity profile shapes, if a constant CD is used.
The RMS deviation of FD estimates from values computed
using the overall mean profile was greatest when velocities
were either smallest or largest (i.e., when velocity profile
shapes showed greatest deviation from the mean profile
shape) but did not exceed 10% at either site (Figure A2).

Notation

a frontal area of solid obstacles per unit fluid
volume.

Aflume total cross‐sectional area of flume (width × water
depth).

CD bulk drag coefficient.
cd sectional drag coefficient.

CD∣Uref bulk drag coefficient to parameterize net drag
force, reference velocity Uref.

Cf∣Uref friction coefficient to parameterize shear stress at
top of canopy, ref. vel. Uref.

d displacement height in logarithmic velocity
profile.

fFx form drag force per unit fluid mass, x direction.
fVx viscous drag force per unit fluid mass, x direction.
fDx total drag force per unit fluid mass ( fFx + fVx),

x direction.
FD drag term in depth‐averaged momentum budget.
g acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m s−2).
h coral canopy height.
H water column height.

Heff effective water column height, fluid volume per
unit plan area.

nx, ny, nz unit normal to solid surface in x, y, z directions.
n Manning’s n.
p pressure.
R linear drag coefficient.
Q volumetric flow rate.

u, v, w velocity components in x, y, z directions.
u
*,eff

effective shear velocity (corresponding to tb,eff).
U depth‐averaged velocity over complete water

column.
Uref reference velocity (depth‐integrated or at some

height above bottom).
U1 depth‐averaged velocity in upper (obstacle‐free)

layer.
U2 depth‐averaged velocity in lower (canopy) layer.

x, y, z coordinate system directions.
z0 roughness length scale corresponding to log fit to

velocity profile.
z0,eff roughness length scale chosen to match net

bottom drag and depth‐averaged mass flux.
g porosity (fluid volume divided by total volume

within averaging cuboid, Gfl /G).
G total volume of cuboid within which averaging

is performed.
Gfl volume of fluid within cuboid over which

averaging is performed.
d boundary layer thickness.
h free surface elevation.
� Von Karman constant (0.41).
lF frontal area of canopy elements per unit plan area.
m molecular dynamic viscosity of seawater (1 ×

10−3 kg m−1 s−1).
n molecular kinematic viscosity of seawater (1 ×

10−6 m2 s−1).
P Coles parameter expressing strength of log law

defect function.
r density of water.

sU standard deviation of depth‐averaged velocity.

Figure A2. Errors in depth‐averaged drag (FD) due to var-
iations in velocity profile shape if FD is computed using a
bulk drag coefficient parameterization. Errors were computed
for 1 min average velocity profiles, and the RMS error for all
1 min profiles within each velocity bin in Figure 3 is shown.
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tb,eff effective bottom shear stress (representing net
bottom drag).

th shear stress at the top of the canopy.
_ (overbar) time average.
hi spatial average.
′ deviation from time average.
″ deviation from spatial average.
˜ deviation from depth average.
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